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Abstract

This thesis investigates distributed router architectures and IP networks with cen-

tralized control. While the current trend in IP-router architectures is towards decen-

tralized design, there have also been research proposals for centralizing the control

functions in IP networks. With continuous evolution of routers and IP networks, we

believe that eventually IP networks in an autonomous system (AS) and a distributed

router might converge into one network system. This system, which can be consid-

ered both as a distributed router and a centrally-controlled IP network, is divided into

a control plane and a forwarding plane. The control plane is responsible for routing,

management and signalling protocols, while the forwarding plane is responsible for

forwarding packets.

The work in this thesis covers both the forwarding and control planes. In the

forwarding plane, we study network processor systems that function as forwarding el-

ements in a distributed router. We introduce a system model and a simulation tool

based on the model. Using the simulation tool, we investigate network processor sys-

tem design by studying throughput, utilization, queueing behavior and packet delays.

In addition to network processor systems, we study IP-address lookup, which is one of

the key packet processing functions in Internet routers. Our work in IP-address lookup

contains an efficient lookup algorithm, a scheme to divide the lookup procedure into

two-stages in a distributed router, and an approach to perform efficient lookup on a

router supporting multiple virtual routers.

In the control plane, we study three emerging research issues with centralized con-

trol. We provide a thorough study of the routing convergence process in networks

with centralized control, and compare it with decentralized link-state routing proto-

cols. We propose an efficient approach to perform traffic engineering and routing in

networks with centralized control, and compare it with an approach using optimized

link weights. Finally, we present an approach to perform loop-free updates of for-

warding tables when the forwarding paths change. This loop-free update approach is

particularly useful in networks with centralized control.

The results presented in this thesis are useful for building next-generation routers

and IP networks with centralized control that might eventually converge into one net-

work system.
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The Internet provides a packet delivery service for a wide variety of applications including

e-mail, web, file sharing, IP television (IPTV), online gaming and voice over IP (VoIP).

The Internet has its roots in the advanced research projects agency network (ARPANET),

which was a closed academic network consisting of a set of packet-forwarding computers

interconnected by long-haul links. Today, the Internet has become a complex infrastruc-

ture connecting hundreds of millions of nodes and consists of thousands of interconnected,

autonomously managed IP networks. These IP networks are made up of links and switch-

ing devices such as switches and routers, which interact with one another according to

predefined switching and routing protocols.

During the evolution of the Internet and the IP-network architecture, the IP-router ar-
chitecture is evolving in parallel. Over the years, IP routers have evolved from simple

packet-forwarding software, implemented on general-purpose computers, to sophisticated

network equipment that rely on specialized hardware, including application specific in-

tegrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), network processors,

switch fabrics and ternary content addressable memories (TCAMs).

The continuous evolution of IP-router architecture and IP-network architecture has

contributed to the extreme success of the current Internet. However, new requirements from

the users, network services and several of the current technological trends are making the

design of next-generation routers and IP networks challenging. These requirements include

availability, reliability, high performance, flexibility, low cost and low power consumption.

The technological trends, including development in optics, has resulted in capacity of opti-

cal links that has increased faster than the processing capacity of single processor systems,

which in turn has increased faster than memory access speed. These requirements and tech-

nological trends have significant impact on the architectures of routers and IP networks.

For example, a single-processor router may not be able to process and buffer packets at

high-speed line rates. Therefore, parallel processing, queueing and buffering approaches

are explored in various designs. Also, virtual networks have appeared to allow network

researchers to evaluate their protocols and services [1] [2]. In a virtual network infrastruc-

ture, each physical router needs to support several virtual routers, which complicates the

1
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Figure 1.1: A router divided into a control plane and a forwarding plane.

router design. In addition, the introduction of real-time services such as VoIP and IPTV

requires shorter routing convergence time, and are more sensitive to route disruptions than

traditional network services such as file transfers. Therefore, the management and control

architecture in current IP networks needs to be improved.

During recent years, distributed router architectures have been explored. The IETF ForCES

(forwarding and control element separation) group separates a router into a control plane

and a forwarding plane [3]. The control plane is responsible for routing, management and

signalling protocols, while the forwarding plane is responsible for forwarding packets from

one port to another. Figure 1.1 shows a router with a control processor executing in the

control plane, and a switch fabric with a number of line cards, which together constitutes

the forwarding plane. The forwarding procedure of a packet in a router shown in the figure

is as follows. A packet first arrives on a port of a line card for ingress processing. The

processing performed in the ingress may include checking of IP-headers and time-to-live,

decrementing time-to-live and updating IP header checksum, and lookup of the destination

IP address, to determine the next-hop address and outgoing interface. The packet is then

transmitted through the switch fabric to the correct line card for egress processing. The

egress line card needs to encapsulate the packet in a link-layer header and send out the

packet through the correct output port.

One of the trends in router design is to take this distributed architecture even further.

The latest high performance routers are based on multi-rack systems where line cards are

separated in racks and connected using optical fibers [4] [5]. Also, the IETF ForCES group

has defined protocols for communication between forwarding elements (FEs) and control

elements (CEs), with FEs forwarding packets in the forwarding plane and CEs handling

routing, management and signaling protocols in the control plane [6]. FEs and CEs can
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Figure 1.2: A distributed router with CEs and FEs connected using an internal network.

be physically separated from one another, and use an internal network for in-router com-

munication, as shown in Fig. 1.2. This modularization of routers delivers several potential

benefits. First, components from separate vendors can be used as FEs and CEs, which

allow each component vendor to specialize in one or several components. A standard pro-

tocol allows interoperability between the components of different types and vendors. For

example, FE1 in the figure is based on ASICs, while FE2 is based on FPGAs. Second, the

scalability of the system is increased as the traditional switching fabric is replaced by an

internal network. A distributed router can grow in size and FEs and CEs can be arbitrarily

far from one another. Eventually, a distributed router can span over an entire autonomous

system (AS), with a multi-hop internal network connecting FEs and CEs.

In parallel with the development of distributed router architectures, the control and man-

agement architectures in current IP networks are also re-considered. In today’s IP net-

works, the management of an AS is carried out through centralized servers, while the

control functions, such as routing, are performed in a decentralized fashion on individual

routers. This approach leads to a complex system that is difficult to manage and control;

therefore, there have been research initiatives recently in centralized control [7] [8] [9],

which advocate that the control of an AS should be performed in a centralized fashion

with direct control: Instead of manipulating high-level management policies, which influ-

ence indirectly the forwarding decisions in individual routers, a centralized server controls

the routers’ forwarding decisions directly. A centralized routing scheme has several ad-

vantages, for example, it simplifies the route decision process, and reduces the functions

required in the routers.

When both the management and control functions of an AS are performed in a cen-

tralized server, the system is very much alike a distributed router running in an AS, as the

entire AS 1 in Fig. 1.3 can be considered as a distributed router. The centralized server in
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Figure 1.3: An entire AS considered as a distributed router.

AS 1 corresponds to the CE of the distributed router, the routers in the AS correspond to

the FEs of the distributed router. In this system, the centralized server handles all control

operations, and the routers only perform packet forwarding, the internal network is the

network of AS 1, and the external links are the links that connect to other ASes.

The main focus of this thesis is to study distributed routers and IP networks with central-

ized control, which might eventually converge into one network system. We study both the

data plane and control plane of the system. In the data plane, we study network processor

systems that function as forwarding elements in a distributed router. We provide a system

model and simulation tool for network processor systems, and study processing-element

organization, packet throughput, queuing behavior, and packet delays. In addition, we

study IP-address lookup, which is a key processing function in IP routers. We present algo-

rithms for IP-address lookup and provide performance evaluation of the lookup algorithms.

In addition, we present an approach to perform efficient lookup in a large distributed router,

by dividing the lookup task into two stages. Finally, we present an approach to perform

efficient lookup in a physical router supporting multiple virtual routers, by using a small,

shared data structure to store all virtual routers’ forwarding tables.

In the control plane, we study several emerging research topics with centralized con-

trol in IP networks. We study the convergence process in an IP network with centralized

control, and compare it with convergence process in link-state routing protocols such as

OSPF. In addition, we study routing and traffic engineering with centralized control, and

propose an efficient solution to perform runtime traffic engineering and routing using linear

programming (LP) [10] and dynamic link weights. Also, we study how to avoid transient

loops when forwarding paths change, by ordering the updates of forwarding tables. This
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update order can be applied to both IP networks with centralized control and networks

running decentralized link-state routing protocols.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 overviews the IP router ar-

chitecture, and presents network processors, queueing in network processor systems, and

IP-address lookup. Chapter 3 summarizes management and control in IP networks, and

presents our research in centralized control architecture. Chapter 4 summarizes the origi-

nal work of the thesis, presented in eight enclosed papers. Chapter 5 concludes the work

and proposes future research topics.





IP routers can be logically separated into a control plane and a forwarding plane. In the

control plane, a general-purpose processor executes the control functions. In the forward-

ing plane, packet forwarding devices are typically based on general-purpose processors,

ASICs, FPGAs or network processors. Deciding which technology to use involves a trade-

off between flexibility, performance, cost, development time and power consumption. In a

forwarding plane based on general-purpose processors, all networking functionalities must

be implemented in software, which leads to low throughput. Recently, open software PC

routers such as XORP [11] and Bifrost [12] [13] have emerged. They put particular focus

on code efficiency in order to provide high performance, and could be used as edge routers,

which connect hosts to the Internet.

ASICs are most suitable for core routers, which transmit data between other routers,

e.g. inside the network of an Internet service provider. ASICs are fast, but not flexible

and programmable. They are custom-made for each application and all functionality is

implemented in hardware. However, there are configurable ASICs that provide limited

configuration, albeit not fully programmable. The design of ASICs is a long and complex

task involving a large team of engineers passing through several iterative design phases.

FPGAs contain programmable logic components and interconnects. Although they

are generally slower and more power consuming than ASICs, they have several advantages

such as a shorter time to market and flexibility. Network processors are programmable with

hardware optimized for network operations. The main purpose of a network processor is to

provide the performance of ASICs combined with the programmability of general-purpose

processors.

Currently, there are a variety of network processor designs [14] [15] [16] [17]. Despite the

diversity of the designs, there are some architectural similarities among them. First, all net-

work processors make use of processing elements (PEs) to perform packet processing func-

tions. PEs are instruction set processors that decode instruction streams. Second, in order

7
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to meet increasing line speed requirements, all network processors use some kind of paral-

lel processing approach by exploiting packet-level and task-level parallelism [17] [18].

The first approach to parallelism is to use multiple PEs, since the processing capacity

of a single PE may not suffice to handle line rates of high speed. There seems to be

two main variants for structuring the PEs. The first alternative is to arrange the PEs in

a pipeline, where each PE performs a single pipeline stage of packet processing. The

processing is then constrained to a single dimension but may have advantages in reduced

hardware complexity. The second alternative is to arrange the PEs in a general pool, where

each PE performs the same functionalities. The advantage with the pooled approach is its

generality. A hybrid approach combines the two approaches into parallel pipelines.

The second approach is to achieve parallelism within a single PE. The Intel IXP 2800

network processor, for example, supports several threads to be able to process packets

simultaneously [14], whereas the Xelerated X10 network processor uses a synchronized

dataflow mechanism to achieve parallelism within a PE [16].

A variety of network processor models have been introduced for management, program-

ming and performance evaluation purposes. The IETF ForCES group has defined the

ForCES forwarding element model [19]. It provides a general management model for

diverse forwarding elements including network processors. Several programming models

have been developed, for example NP-Click [20], a programming model for the Intel IXP

1200 network processor [15]. The observation that current network processors are difficult

to program has influenced the work with NetVM, a network virtual machine [21]. NetVM

models the main components of a network processor, and aims at influencing the design

of next-generation future network processor architectures giving them a more unified pro-

gramming interface.

A number of network processor models have been introduced to study various design

approaches [22] [23] [24] [25]. Some of the models focus on a particular network processor

such as Intel IXP 1200 while others are general models.

There are several places in a network processor system where queues are necessary. First,

packets may arrive through several ports to an ingress line card of a network processor

system at a higher rate than the service rate of the line card. Second, several ingress line

cards may simultaneously transmit a large number of packets to the same egress line card.

Third, the introduction of quality of service may cause best-effort packets to be queued

when higher priority traffic is present.
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Figure 2.1: Queueing disciplines.

The queueing disciplines normally used between ingress and egress line cards in-

clude input queueing, output queueing and virtual output queueing (VOQ), as shown in

Fig. 2.1 [26].

In input queueing, the queues are placed between the ingress line cards and the switch

fabric. Input queueing is not efficient due to head-of-the-line blocking: If the packet at the

head of a queue is blocked waiting for access to a particular egress line card, packets in the

queue destined to other egress line cards are blocked as well, even if the other egress line

cards are ready to receive them.

In output queueing, the queues are placed between the switch fabric and the egress line

cards. It allows packets from several ingress line cards to be transmitted to a single egress

line card simultaneously. The main challenge in output queueing centers on the capacity

of the switch fabric and the queue memory: The fabric has to allow multiple packets to

be transmitted to an egress line card simultaneously, instead of one at a time in the input

queueing case. In addition, the memory bandwidth must have capacity equal to that of the

switch fabric.

As an alternative, a system can use virtual output queueing with the queues placed

between the ingress line cards and the switch fabric. Unlike input queueing, there is a

separate queue for each egress line card. This solves the head-of-the-line blocking prob-

lem and does not require high speedup in the switch fabric, but requires arbitration of the

queues. In addition to using a virtual output queue (VOQ) for each egress line card, a VOQ

for each traffic class can be used to provide service differentiation.

Our study in network processor system design considers throughput, utilization, queue-

ing behavior and packet delays. We introduce a system model and a simulation tool based

on the model. Using the simulation tool, both best-effort and diffserv IPv4 forwarding
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were modelled and tested using real-world and synthetically generated packet traces.

The packet processing functions inside a forwarding device can be categorized into a

number of activities, including classification, IP-address lookup, modification, metering,

scheduling, shaping, etc.

The goal of IP-address lookup is to find the outgoing interface and the next-hop address

of an IP packet, given the destination IP-address as input argument. The procedure is as

follows: For each packet, the router extracts the destination IP address, makes a lookup

in a forwarding table, and determines the outgoing interface and next-hop address. In

current core routers, a forwarding table may contain more than 250k routing entries [27].

Each entry in the forwarding information base (FIB) contains a prefix, a prefix length, and

a pointer to the next-hop information. Instead of an exact match, the IP address lookup

algorithm performs a longest-prefix match. Since each packet needs to be examined at

high network speed, the lookup procedure must be very efficient. For a 10 Gb/s interface,

5 million lookups per second are required for average sized packets.

The current approaches for performing IP-address lookup include both hardware and

software solutions. The hardware solutions make use of content addressable memory

(CAM) and ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) to perform IP address lookup

[28] [29] [30]. CAM and TCAM provide content-based memory that compares a search

key to all slots in memory in parallel. To achieve higher performance and reduce the

time for memory accesses, many hardware solutions use a pipelined architecture [31] [32].

However, there are many approaches for fast IP-address lookup that are based on software

solutions. The majority of these algorithms use a modified version of a trie data struc-

ture [33–39].

Using the prefixes in a FIB as input, a trie can be constructed to store these prefixes for

efficient lookup. A trie is a general data structure for storing strings [33]. In a trie, each

string is represented by a node in the trie while the value of the string corresponds to the

path from the root to the node. Prefixes in a routing table can be considered as binary

strings, their values being stored implicitly in the trie nodes. Fig. 2.2 shows a FIB and its

corresponding prefix trie. For each prefix in the FIB, there is a corresponding trie node. In

the trie node, a pointer to the next-hop information is stored. In addition to the next-hop

pointer, a trie node needs to contain pointers to its left and right child nodes. Note that the

prefixes and their lengths are represented implicitly in the trie data structure, and therefore

do not need to be stored in the nodes.

In a longest-prefix match, a given IP address is looked up by traversing the trie from

the root node. Every bit in the address represents a path selection in the trie traversal: If

the bit is zero, the left child is selected, otherwise, the right one is selected. During the trie

node traversal, the next-hop of the most-specific matching prefix so far is remembered. For

example, when looking up an IP address starting with 011, at node corresponding to 0, N3
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Figure 2.2: A FIB and its corresponding trie.

is obtained as a potential next-hop. Then the node corresponding to 01 is traversed, 01 does

not contain a next-hop and there is no node corresponding to 011. Therefore, N3 is used

as the next-hop since the longest-prefix match for the IP address is 0*. For an IP address

starting with 0100, although the prefix 0* is a match in the first node, further trie traversal

will determine that the prefix 0100* is the most specific match, and N4 will be used.

The original trie data structure is not very efficient, as the number of nodes for a whole

routing table may be large and the trie may be deep. For IPv4 addresses, the search depth

varies from 8 to 32 depending on the prefix length. Each trie node reference requires at

least one memory access which may decrease the lookup performance. Therefore, most of

the software IP-address lookup algorithms use a modified trie data structure. For example,

level compression is used in a number of lookup algorithms, where the i levels of a binary

trie are replaced with a single node of degree 2i [34] [35] [36]. The number of levels of

a binary trie to be replaced can be denoted using a branch factor. The branch factor can

either be static, or it can vary in different trie nodes. For example in LC-trie, the branch

factor is computed dynamically, using a fill factor x between one and zero [34]. When

computing the branching factor for a node k, the highest branching that produces at most

k(1− x) empty leaves is used. With a level-compressed trie, instead of only checking one

bit at time in the lookup, several bits are checked each time to determine the corresponding

child node. Fewer node traversals lead to fewer memory references which in turn results

in faster lookups.

As an example, using level compression and fill factor x = 0.5, the trie in Fig. 2.2 can

be transformed to a level-compressed trie shown in Fig. 2.3. With this level-compressed

trie, looking up an IP address starting with 000 only requires two node traversals, compared

to the four node traversals in the original trie.

For both software and hardware lookup approaches, prefix transformation is a technique

that can be used to reduce the FIB size and improve the lookup performance.

Prefix transformation turns a set of prefixes in a FIB into an equivalent set; prefix sets

are equivalent if they provide exactly the same lookup results for all possible IP addresses.
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Figure 2.3: A level-compressed trie.

There are a variety of ways to transform prefixes. One technique is called prefix com-

pression, which aims at reducing the number of prefixes in a FIB by removing redundant

entries [40]. For example, in a FIB with two prefixes 1* and 11*, if both prefixes have

the same next-hop, then the prefix entry 11* can be removed from the FIB. An IP address

matching prefix 11* will match 1* instead and the packet will be forwarded to the same

next-hop. A reduced prefix set requires fewer TCAM entries in hardware approaches, and

leads to lower memory usage and better cache behavior in software approaches.

In addition to prefix compression, there is another transformation technique called pre-

fix expansion, which expands the prefixes in order to provide more efficient lookups. In

several approaches, prefix expansion is used to expand the prefixes to a small number of

distinct lengths [35] [36]. For example, a transformed prefix set may contain prefixes with

lengths 8, 16, 24 and 32 only. A smaller number of distinct prefix lengths may be exploited

by the lookup algorithm to improve the lookup performance.

Our first work in IP-address lookup is an efficient lookup algorithm based on the LC-trie

lookup algorithm [34]. Based on prefix transformation, we modify the data structure and

the lookup algorithm. Thereafter, we provide a detailed performance evaluation of the

modified algorithm vs the original LC-trie. The performance study includes trie search

depth, prefix vector access behavior, cache behavior, and packet lookup time. For packet

lookup time, the evaluation contains both experimental results and results obtained from a

formal model.

Most of the current IP-address lookup algorithms do not exploit the parallelism and dis-

tributed design in current and future routers. The lookup scheme in today’s distributed

routers is as follows: When a packet arrives through an ingress FE’s external interface, the

packet’s egress FE, outgoing interface and next-hop address are determined in the ingress
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FE. This lookup scheme is referred to as global lookup scheme, since the lookup is per-

formed only once globally in the router.

We present an alternative approach to perform IP-address lookup named two-stage
lookup scheme. The proposed scheme contains two stages: an ingress and an egress

lookup. In the ingress lookup, the ingress FE determines only the egress FE. While in

the egress lookup, the outgoing interface and the next-hop address are determined. Based

on our experimental study, this scheme provides several advantages compared to the global

lookup scheme, for both TCAMs and software lookup algorithms.

Virtual routers are a promising way to provide network services such as customer-specific

routing, policy-based routing, multi-topology routing, and network virtulization. With

virtual router technology, a physical router supports tens or hundreds of virtual routers

that each have a local FIB.

However, the need to support a separate FIB for each virtual router leads to memory

scaling challenges. Therefore, we present a small, shared data structure and a fast lookup

algorithm that capitalize on the commonality in the IP prefixes in each FIB. In addition,

we provide a prototype implementation in the Click modular router, running both in user

space and in the Linux kernel. Using real packet traces and routing tables, we evaluate

memory usage and packet lookup performance of the lookup algorithm, and study the

packet forwarding speed in our prototype implementation.





The management of today’s IP networks in an AS is carried out through centralized servers.

At a high level, network operators set the management policies, including configuring

weights of the links, which indirectly control the selection of routing paths. The control

of IP networks, however, is performed in a decentralized fashion using link-state routing

protocols such as IS-IS and OSPF, and distance-vector protocols such as RIP. In both types

of routing protocols, the forwarding path between two routers is the shortest path when

considering the sum of the weights for each link along the path. When using link-state

routing protocols, each router maintains a database of all links in the network and computes

the routing paths using Dijkstra’s shortest path first (SPF) algorithm [41].

Motivated by the complexity of centralized management and distributed control, there

have been research initiatives in centralized control recently [7] [8] [9], which advocate that

the control of an AS should also be performed in a centralized fashion with direct control:
Instead of manipulating high-level management policies such as setting the link weights,

a centralized server controls the routers’ forwarding decisions directly by constructing and

distributing the FIBs to the routers.

A centralized control scheme has several advantages, for example, the route decision

process becomes simpler since a single decision plane replaces the management and con-

trol planes. The routing paths can be assigned directly by the decision element with more

freedom, as opposed to OSPF networks which are more complex to administer and operate.

In addition, with shortest-path routing in OSPF, it can be very difficult or even impossible

for network administrators to set up desired routing paths by manipulating link weights.

The freedom of assigning routing paths in the centralized control scheme leads to better

support for traffic engineering. For instance, in addition to tuning OSPF link weights for

traffic engineering [44] [45], other approaches, such as linear programming (LP), can be

used to compute routing paths. In particular, this thesis presents a scheme to perform

efficient runtime traffic engineering and routing in networks with centralized control.

Finally, with centralized control, routers need only to perform packet forwarding, with-

out being concerned with route computations. This greatly simplifies router design, since

the routers do not need to handle control plane operations.

15
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There are also potential concerns, challenges and emerging research issues in the cen-

tralized control scheme. For example, the centralized CE is a potential performance bot-

tleneck which could constitute a single point of failure. However, a logically centralized

CE does not exclude a distributed design. With a logically centralized, but physically dis-

tributed CE, these challenges can be addressed.

Another challenge in the centralized control scheme is how to provide a robust com-

munication path between the CE and the routers in presence of link and router failures,

since the routers rely on the network in order to report the topology changes, and the CE

relies on the network in order to control the routers. There are several classes of solutions

to address this problem: source routing, spanning-tree protocols, flooding, and a separated

control network. In source routing, the CE can source route packets to the routers since it

knows the entire topology. The routers, on the other hand, do not have this possibility, so

they could instead be configured with backup routes to the CE. The spanning tree proto-

col is used in Ethernet switches to provide path redundancy while preventing undesirable

loops in the network; it scales well with the number of nodes in the network. The flood-

ing scheme is robust, but scales poorly with the number of nodes in the network. Finally,

the network could be designed in a way that control packets and data packets may even

use different routing protocols. In addition, a separate control network can be deployed

for control packets. This could potentially increase the cost for a network operator and

may therefore not be a realistic alternative. However, the usage of virtual networks [1] [2]

could alleviate this problem, making it possible to use a separate virtual network for control

operations.

In the following subsections, we present our study in centralized control. First, slow

network convergence can be a challenge facing centralized control, therefore we study

the convergence process of intra-domain routing with centralized control, and compare it

with OSPF. Second, we present an efficient way to perform traffic engineering and routing

in IP networks with centralized control. Third, we present an approach to organize the

forwarding table updates to avoid transient loops in the network.

In current IP networks, the convergence process of OSPF after a link failure can be summa-

rized as follows. First, each router exchanges hello messages with its neighboring routers

to determine its local topology; link failure can be detected after loss of three consecu-

tive hello messages. In addition, a bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) service can

be used to track IP connectivity between neighboring routers [42]. When a link failure

is detected, the router generates a link-state advertisement (LSA) describing the topology

change, and floods the LSA to the neighbors. Upon reception of an LSA, the router re-

floods the LSA, and recomputes its shortest path tree (SPT) and forwarding information

base (FIB).

In the centralized control scheme, a link failure can be detected in the same way as in

OSPF using hello messages. After that, the router reports the failure to the CE by sending

a unicast LSA. When the LSA reaches the CE, it recomputes the SPTs for all routers in the
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network. Thereafter, the CE updates the FIBs by generating and distributing them to the

routers. Each router receiving the updated FIB installs it on the line cards.

During the convergence process, routing loops may occur and packets might be delayed

and lost. Applications for interactive multimedia services such as VoIP are sensitive to

packet delays and losses; therefore, a short convergence time is desired.

We focus our study on the intra-domain routing convergence upon link failures. We

first compare the convergence process of centralized control with decentralized link-state

routing protocols, and investigate the components of the convergence time. Thereafter, we

present how to achieve fast routing convergence in networks with centralized control. In

particular, we analyze how to distribute FIBs from the control element (CE) to the routers

efficiently. We provide simulation results on convergence time for both real and synthetic

topologies for varying network sizes and parameter settings. Finally, we investigate the

impact of control element location, link weights, and number of failures on the convergence

time.

Traffic engineering aims at making more efficient use of network resources in order to

provide better and more reliable services to the customers. Current traffic engineering and

routing in IP networks are performed in both the management and the control planes. In the

management plane, network operators configure weights of the links in a network, which

can be set inversely proportional to the link capacities, as recommended by Cisco [43], or

they may be optimized for traffic engineering objective functions in a network with given

traffic demands. Computing optimal link weights is NP-hard, therefore heuristics have

been developed [44] [45]. However, these heuristics are computationally intensive: for

current backbone networks they may require hours of computation time.

When the link weights are computed in the management plane, routing is performed

in the control plane based on link-state routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS. When a

topology changes, as when a link fails, the forwarding paths are recomputed in the routers

individually using Dijktra’s algorithm [41], which is efficient and can be done in millisec-

onds. However, this approach does not provide efficient traffic engineering since the link

weights are not re-optimized for the new topology.

We present an approach to provide more efficient traffic engineering and routing in net-

works with centralized control. In our approach, instead of tuning link weights, the cen-

tralized server computes routers’ forwarding tables directly. To compute optimal routes for

traffic engineering purposes is a multi-commodity network flow problem, which is com-

putationally tractable and can be solved efficiently using linear programming (LP) [47].

Solving an LP problem to obtain optimal routes is much more efficient than computing

optimized link weights, and it can be performed in ranges of seconds and tens of sec-

onds. However, LP is still not sufficiently fast for runtime route computation, since new

forwarding tables should be computed in no more than hundreds of milliseconds when a

topology changes. Therefore, we present a fast scheme to recompute forwarding tables

when a topology changes as a link fails. The basic idea is to fast redirect the flows on the
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failed link based on current link utilizations. Then in a background process, LP can be

used to recompute optimal routing paths. Finally, we experimentally study our scheme’s

performance and compare it with an approach using optimized link weights [44] [46].

The forwarding paths in a network may change due to changes in network topology and

traffic demands. Several types of topology changes may occur: Firstly, links and routers

fail. Secondly, links and routers may need to be shut down temporarily for maintenance.

Thirdly, new links and routers can be added to the network. All these topology changes

may result in changes to the forwarding paths. In addition to the topology change, the

traffic demands may change in a network, not only on shorter time scales such as going

from day to night-time traffic, but also over longer periods when new services appear.

When the traffic demands change, new link weights should be computed to maximize

objective functions for traffic engineering. The change of link weights in turn results in a

change of the forwarding paths.

When the forwarding paths change, the forwarding information bases (FIBs) in the

routers need to be updated. During the update process, transient loops might occur since

some routers may have updated their FIBs while others have not. In a forwarding loop,

packets are delayed and may be lost. Applications for interactive multimedia services such

as VoIP are sensitive to packet delay and loss. Therefore, transient loops should be avoided

when possible, particularly for non-urgent forwarding path changes. The events that can

be considered as non-urgent include link and router maintenance, changes of link weights

and restoration after failure of protected links. For urgent changes, due to for instance link

failures, it could be more important to quickly restore connectivity, and therefore it may be

acceptable that loops occur temporarily in the process.

Different approaches have been taken to solve the problem of transient loops. One ap-

proach is to delay the update of FIBs as a function of their distances from the failure [48].

The rule is that the nodes further away from the failure should update their FIBs first, and

the nodes close to failure should update their FIBs at last. An advantage of this approach

is that it does not require modification of the existing routing protocols. However, a draw-

back of this timer-based approach is that the routers may need to wait a long time before

updating their FIBs. A second approach that provides a loop-free update order for link

failures in OSPF networks has also been proposed [49] [50] [51]. This approach is simi-

lar to the timer-based approach except that it relies on a protocol for routers to notify one

another instead of waiting a specific time. Therefore, this approach may result in faster

convergence; however, it requires modification of the routing protocols. A third approach

is to gradually update OSPF link weight to avoid transient loops [52]. In this approach, a

link weight has to be increased a number of times before it can be shut down. While for

real topologies, the number of iterations to update a link weight is low on average (about 2

iterations), it can, in the worst cases, be extremely high (up to 40 iterations). At each link

weight update it may result in FIB updates in all routers. However, this approach does not

require modification of the existing routing protocols.
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The three presented approaches above have several limitations. Firstly, most of the

studies [48] [49] [50] [52] only consider single link events including link up, link down,

link metric increase, and link metric decrease. Therefore, multiple link events cannot di-

rectly be solved using these approaches. Secondly, all studies consider the changes of

the shortest-path tree in OSPF networks, which is motivated by the fact that intra-domain

routing today is mostly based on link-state protocols. However, when using other routing

schemes not directly based on shortest-path routing, these approaches are no longer valid.

For example, there has been research in multi-path routing on non-shortest path for traffic

engineering purposes [53]. In addition, our own scheme to achieve traffic engineering and

routing with centralized control is another example of non-shortest path routing.

We present an order for FIB updates that avoids transient routing loops. The proposed

order is derived through studying the routers’ FIBs before and after the updates. Therefore,

our solution applies to any routing protocols, any number of link events, and any type of

forwarding path changes. After proposing the order, we prove that it is correct and provide

an efficient algorithm to compute this order. Thereafter, we present several algorithms

that update FIBs in accordance with this order. These update algorithms work best in

networks with centralized control, and can be integrated into the network management

process, together with alternative traffic engineering and routing approaches. The update

algorithms can also be applied to decentralized routing protocols, although this may require

additional mechanism to synchronize the update order. Finally, we perform experimental

performance studies using several topologies, for various parameter settings and several

types of forwarding path changes.





Jing Fu and Olof Hagsand.

In Proc. of IEEE Workshop on High Performance Switching and Routing (HPSR), Hong

Kong, May 2005.

Summary: This paper introduces a network processor model based on the study of

current network processors. A simulation environment following the model is constructed

using the Java programming language. The simulation environment provides a program-

ming interface and run-time to evaluate different design approaches. This includes pro-

cessing element layout, forwarding application design and use of multiple threads inside a

single processing element.

The evaluation of various designs is done by analyzing the resulting saturation through-

put, latency, utilization and code complexity. Using the simulation environment, an IPv4

forwarding application is evaluated using two different processing element topologies: a

pipelined and a pooled. In addition, the impact if using multiple threads inside a single PE

is studied.

The simulation results show that the use of parallelism is crucial to achieve high per-

formance. In particular, using multiple threads inside a processing element has a large

impact on the performance. The processing blocks become fully utilized when there are

four or more threads. Moreover, both architectures, the pipelined and the pooled achieve

comparable performances.

Contribution: The original idea of developing a model for network processors came

from the second author of the paper. The author of this thesis developed the model, carried

out simulation experiments, obtained and analyzed the results and wrote the article under

the supervision of the second author.
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Jing Fu, Olof Hagsand and Gunnar Karlsson.

In Proc. of IEEE International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Com-
puter and Telecommunication Systems (MASCOTS), Istanbul, Oct. 2007.

Summary: This paper studies the queueing behavior and packet delays in a network

processor system. The study is based on an introduced system model and a simulation

tool that is constructed according to the model. Using the simulation tool, both best-effort

and diffserv IPv4 forwarding were modeled and tested using real-world and synthetically

generated packet traces. By studying the traces, the packet arrival processes are studied

and modeled.

The results include average and 99th percentile queue lengths for various queues, per-

centages of dropped packets and packet delays. The results on queueing behavior have

been used to dimension the queues, which can be used as guidelines for designing memory

subsystems and queueing disciplines. The result on packet delays show that our diffserv

setup provides good service differentiation for best-effort and priority packets. While best-

effort packets experience high loss probability, delay and delay jitters, priority packets are

transmitted with a very low delay and delay jitters are small.

The study also reveals that there are large differences in queueing behavior and packet

delays for the real-world and the synthetically generated traces. This indicates that the

choice of traces has a large impact on the results when evaluating router and switch archi-

tectures.

Contribution: The author of this thesis developed the model, carried out simulation

experiments, obtained and analyzed the results and wrote the article under the supervision

of the co-authors.

Jing Fu, Olof Hagsand and Gunnar Karlsson.

Journal of Networks, vol. 2, pp. 18-27, June 2007.

Summary: This paper presents our modifications to the LC-trie IP-address lookup

algorithm, based on a technique called prefix transformation. Both a realistic trace from

the Finnish University Network and a synthetically generated random network trace are

used for the study. The performance measurements include trie search depth, prefix vector

access behavior, cache behavior, and packet lookup time.

The study is based both on experiments and a model for packet lookup time. The results
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show that the modified algorithm requires only 30% of the lookup time of the original

algorithm. In particular, the modified algorithm is capable of performing 60 million packet

lookups per second on a Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz, computer for a real traffic trace. Further, the

results show that the performance is about five times better on the real trace compared to a

synthetically generated network trace. This illustrates that the choice of traces may have a

large influence on the results when evaluating lookup algorithms.

Contribution: The original idea of performing a performance analysis of the LC-trie

lookup algorithm came from the third author of the paper. The author of this thesis carried

out experiments, developed the analytical model, improved the algorithm, obtained and

analyzed the results and wrote the article under the supervision of the co-authors.

Jing Fu, Peter Sjödin and Gunnar Karlsson.

In Proc. of IEEE INFOCOM High-Speed Netwworks Workshop, Phoenix, April 2008.

Summary: This paper proposes an alternative approach to perform IP-address lookup.

The commercial routers today are divided into an ingress and an egress part to support

rapidly increasing data rates. In the traditional IP-address lookup, the egress line card, the

outgoing interface and the next-hop address are determined at the ingress line card. The

main idea of the paper is to divide the lookup into two stages: an ingress stage and an

egress stage. The ingress determines the egress only, and it is up to the egress to determine

the outgoing interface and the next-hop address.

Our analytical and experimental results show that the two-stage lookup has several

advantages in both hardware lookup technologies such as TCAMs, and software lookup

algorithms. These advantages include more efficient IP-address lookup, lower memory

requirements, easier support for load balancing and no requirement for encapsulation in

the internal network.

Contribution: The author of this thesis came up with the idea, carried out experi-

ments, obtained and analyzed the results and wrote the article under the supervision of the

co-authors.

Jing Fu and Jennifer Rexford

To appear in Proc. of ACM CoNEXT 2008.

Summary: This paper presents a data structure and an IP-address lookup algorithm
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for a router supporting multiple virtual routers. Currently, virtual routers are becoming

increasingly popular as a way to provide network services such as customer-specific rout-

ing, policy-based routing, multi-topology routing, and network virtulization. However, the

need to support a separate forwarding information base (FIB) for each virtual router leads

to memory scaling challenges, as each physical router needs to support tens or hundreds

of virtual routers. Therefore, we present a small, shared data structure and a fast lookup

algorithm that capitalize on the commonality of IP prefixes between each FIB.

Experiments with real packet traces and routing tables show that our approach achieves

much lower memory requirements and considerably faster lookup times. Our prototype

implementation in the Click modular router, running both in user space and in the Linux

kernel, demonstrates that our data structure and algorithm are an interesting solution for

building scalable routers that support virtualization.

Contribution: The author of this thesis came up with the idea, implemented the code,

carried out experiments, obtained and analyzed the results and wrote the article under the

supervision of the co-author.

Jing Fu, Peter Sjödin and Gunnar Karlsson.

Submitted to Computer Networks.

A version of this paper appeared in Proc. of IFIP Networking, Singapore, May 2008.

Summary: This paper compares the convergence process of centralized control scheme

with decentralized link-state routing protocols. First, the architectural advantages and chal-

lenges of centralized control are reviewed. Thereafter, the components of the convergence

time in both schemes are identified and analyzed. Next, the paper describes and discusses

how to achieve fast routing convergence in networks with centralized control. In particular,

the paper proposes an approach to distribute forwarding information efficiently. Finally, the

paper provides simulation studies on the convergence time for both real and synthetic net-

work topologies, and the impact of control element location, link weights, and number of

failures on the convergence time. The results show that the centralized control scheme can

provide comparable, and even faster routing convergence than link-state routing protocols.

Contribution: The original idea of studying the convergence of intra-domain routing

with centralized control came from the second author. The author of this thesis performed

the study and wrote the article under the supervision of the co-authors.
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Jing Fu, Peter Sjödin and Gunnar Karlsson.

In Proc. of IFIP Networking, Singapore, May 2008.

Summary: This paper presents LP-redirect, an efficient approach to perform traffic

engineering and routing in IP networks with centralized control. LP-redirect is based on

an efficient formulation of linear programming (LP) that reduces the number of variables

and constraints. As LP may require seconds of computation time, and it may not be fast

enough for runtime routing, therefore, a fast scheme to recompute routing paths when a

network topology changes is proposed. The proposed scheme to recompute the forwarding

paths is divided into two stages. The first stage is to identify the flows that pass through

failed link. The second stage is to recompute routing paths for these flows using dynamic

link weights, which is based on current utilizations of the links.

The performance evaluation of LP-redirect shows that it is more efficient in both traffic

engineering and computation than an approach using optimized link weights. In addition,

LP-redirect is suitable for runtime traffic engineering and routing.

Contribution: The author of this thesis came up with the idea, performed the study

and wrote the article under the supervision of the co-authors.

Jing Fu, Peter Sjödin and Gunnar Karlsson.

IEEE Transactions on Network and Service Management (TNSM), vol. 5, no. 1, 2008.

Summary: This paper presents an order to update forwarding tables to avoid transient

loops when the forwarding paths change. The forwarding paths in an IP network may

change due to a link failure or a link weight modification. We obtain the update order by

studying the changes in the forwarding tables instead of analyzing the routing protocols,

therefore, our order can be used in networks running any routing protocols, and for any

type of forwarding path changes.

After presenting the order, we prove that it is correct, and present an efficient algorithm

to compute the order. Thereafter, we present several algorithms for performing forwarding

table updates in accordance with the order. We also discuss how the update algorithms can

be applied to both networks with centralized control and decentralized routing protocols.

Finally, we study the update algorithms’ performance on several network topologies and

with varying parameter settings and for several types of forwarding path changes.

Contribution: The author of this thesis came up with the idea, performed the study
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and wrote the article under the supervision of the co-authors.
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2006.
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Overflow", Submitted to IEEE ICC 2009.
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In this thesis, we have explored components of the IP-router architecture and IP-network

architecture. While the current trend in IP-router architecture is towards decentralized

design, there have been research proposals for centralizing the control functions in IP net-

works. When both the management and control functions of IP networks in an AS are

performed in a centralized server, the system is very much alike a distributed router run-

ning in an AS.

The work in this thesis covers both the forwarding plane and control plane of IP net-

works in an AS, which can also be considered as a large, distributed router. In the forward-

ing plane, we study network processor systems, which function as forwarding elements in

a router, and IP-address lookup, which is one of the key processing functions in Internet

routers. The conclusions from the study of network processor systems can be summarized

as follows. First, our results show that the use of parallelism is crucial to achieve high

performance. Second, our detailed results on queueing behavior can be used to dimension

various queues to guide the design of memory subsystems and queueing disciplines. Third,

our study reveals that the real-world traffic is not only bursty, but packets are also clumped

together when transmitted to outgoing interfaces. As the real-world and synthetically gen-

erated traces are compared, large differences in queueing behavior and packet delays are

observed.

Regarding IP-address lookup, we have presented an efficient lookup algorithm based

on the LC-trie algorithm. The performance evaluation results show that our algorithm re-

quires only 30% of the lookup time of the original LC-trie. In addition, we have presented

an approach to divide the lookup procedure into two stages in a distributed router. The per-

formance evaluation shows that this division reduces the memory usage and improves the

lookup performance. Our work in IP-address lookup also includes an algorithm to provide

efficient lookup for a physical router supporting multiple virtual routers. The algorithm

relies on a shared data structure to store all virtual routers’ FIBs. The performance evalua-

tion shows that this approach provides significantly higher lookup performance and lower

memory usage than using a separate data structure for each FIB.

In the control plane, we study three emerging research issues within centralized control

27
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architecture in IP networks. Our study in the convergence process shows that a central-

ized control architecture can achieve comparable, and even faster convergence than using

link-state routing protocols. In addition, our solution to distribute the FIBs reduces the

convergence time significantly. Our proposal of an alternative scheme to achieve traffic

engineering and routing in IP networks with centralized control is more efficient in both

traffic engineering and computation than optimized link weights, and it provides better run-

time traffic engineering. Finally, our work on loop-free updates shows how routers can be

updated in an order to avoid transient loops. The work is applicable to both networks with

centralized control and networks running link-state routing protocols. In particular, the

approach can be applied to any routing protocols and any type of forwarding path changes.

Our work in this thesis is an initial step towards distributed router architectures and

centralized-control architectures in IP networks. There remain open issues to address in

both the control plane and the forwarding plane of the system. In particular, we have

identified two interesting research problems that are currently under study:

• We believe that runtime traffic engineering and routing with centralized control is

worth further study. Our paper in traffic engineering only presents a high-level idea

with a single setup. Many design choices are not explored in detail, therefore, sev-

eral parameters and settings can be evaluated to achieve optimal performance. In

addition, alternative approaches to achieve traffic engineering and routing with cen-

tralized control need to be investigated in the future.

• We also believe that the work on loop-free updates is worth further study. Although

there have been several approaches to avoid transient loops in a network when for-

warding paths change, there have been no study considering the possibility of con-

gestion during the transient phase. For example, in the transient phase, traffic from

router A to B may go through link e, while the traffic does not flow over that link

in neither the initial nor final phases. In this case, if link e’s available bandwidth is

small, it could be congested in the transient phase. Therefore, a loop-free update or-

der that considers link capacities, traffic demands, and that avoids congestion would

be very interesting to study.

The results presented in this thesis are useful for building next-generation routers and

IP networks. We believe that with continuously increasing traffic volumes, and with the

optical link capacity increasing faster than the processing capacity, future routers will more

rely on distributed design. In addition, the requirements from the users and networks ser-

vices will have a large impact on both the IP-router architecture and IP-network architec-

ture. For example, virtual networks are emerging as a way for researchers to evaluate new

network protocols and architectures, and they may be a long-term solution for the future

Internet. With network virtualization, multiple virtual networks customized for specific

purposes run over a single physical network, which may change current IP-network archi-

tecture. In addition, to support virtual networks, a physical router needs to host multiple

virtual routers, which may require changes in current router architectures to achieve high

performance. Our study in IP-network architecture also suggests that centralization of the
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control functions might be an interesting alternative to current network architecture. A

centralized control scheme brings important benefits as it simplifies the decision process

and reduces the functions required in routers. Finally, we believe that with continuous evo-

lution of routers and IP networks, eventually, IP networks in an AS and a distributed router

might converge into one network system.
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